DIVISION MEMORANDUM
OSDS-CID-DM-PRIMALS 2020

To: Chiefs, CID & SGOD
   Education Program Supervisors
   Public Schools District Supervisors
   Elementary and Secondary School Heads
   All concerned

Division Culminating Activity for SLAC- PRIMALS in English for Junior HS teachers cum DLP writers and validators awarding

1. As an outcome of the SLAC-PRIMALS in English for Junior HS teachers, there will be a Division Culminating Activity for SLAC-PRIMALS in English for Junior HS teachers cum DLP writers and validators awarding on January 17, 2020 at Amenia Beach Resort, Palawig, San Andres, Catanduanes.

2. The culminating activity aims to:
   a. Gather feedbacks and highlight interventions as to the result of the SLAC.
   b. Give recognition to English teachers and validators who served as DLP writers/validators during the preparation of the Daily Lesson Plan.

3. Participants to this activity are the junior and senior high school English teachers in the 42 secondary schools together with DLP in English validators.

4. It is expected that the Division trainers during the Division PRIMALS training conducted the sessions during their SLAC as stated and agreed in the timeline.

5. Meals for snacks and lunch shall be charged to CID-HRTD fund in English, while travel expenses of the participants shall be charged to the school's MOOE fund subject to the usual accounting and auditing rules and regulations.

6. Immediate dissemination and compliance of this Memorandum is highly desired.

DANILIO E. DESPI
Schools Division Superintendent
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